bstract. Square matrices Z(. ) of real rational functions of a complex variable are considered with two properties: (1) Z(m) has finite elements; (2) Z(jco) + Z'(-ju) is nonnegative definite Hermit,ian for all real u, other than those for which jco is a pole of WI element of 2(.). Necessary and stdficieot, conditions for the nonnegativity propert,y are derived which involve the existence of constant matrices satisfying several algebraic equations. The work thereby extends earlier results on the structure of rational positive real matrices.
Introduction.
This paper investigates the structure of a class of matrices occurring i)) various systems theory problems. We shall work~vith n X n matrices 2(. ) of real rational functions of a complex variable s; the matrices of particular interest are those for \vhich Z ( w ) <~(that is, no element of 2( . ) has a pole at infinity) and for tvhich Z (,j~) + Z' ( -ju) is a nonnegative definite Hermitiau matrix for all real co with jk not a pole of any element of Z (. ).
The so-called positive real matrices [1] possess the aforementioned properties, but also possess additional properties restricting the nature of poles of the matrix elements. The structure of such matrices has been investigated from the systems theory point of view [2] , [3] , and applications of the structure properties have been discussed [4] . There are, how-ever, system theoretic problems involving matrices Z (. ) with the finite-atinfinity constraint and the ju-axis nonnegativit y constraint, but without the additional constraints imposed by 2( . ) being positive real.
We shall term such matrices generalized positive real. Examples of problems involving generalized positive real matrices as distinct from positive real matrices may be found in [5] , w-hich discusses system instability y, and in [6] and [7] , \\hich discuss inverse optimal control problems.
In [5] , a single-input, single-output, time-inv:wiant, finite-dimensional system is considered, \vith a time-varying feedback gain coupling the output to the input,. The Nyquist, plot of the open-loop system is supposed not to intersect a certain disk il] the complex plane; as a consequence of this, a certain sc:dnr function z ( ) of a complex v~riable s is generalized positive real. The number of encirclenlents of the disk by the IXyquist plot determines \\-hether z (. ) is or is not positive re:~l. \Wlen it is not positive real, an instability criterion is deduced.
To deal more effectively lvith systems theory problems involving rational % 616~.~. 0. ANDERSON AND J. B. MOORE generalized positive real matrices, \ve shall give a structural description parallel to that which is known for positive real matrices [3] . Section 2 presents the main result of the paper (see Theorem 1) while $3 discusses several implications of the results.
Main results.
In this section we consider square matrices Z(. ) of real rational functions of a complex vari:d]le s subject to the constraint that Z ( w ) < m. A nonnegativity constraint, }~ill also be wed extemively: 
This lemma is proved in [3] .
The following extended form of I.emma 2, relaxing simultaneously the complete observability requirement and the nolwillgularity of P requirement, w-ill be required in the sequel. ["
and WO satisfy (3a, b, c), \rhere the zero blocks in (6a) augment 1> to be of the same dimension as 1', :md the zero block ill ( 6b) :~ugments the number of rows of~to equal the dimension of F.
The extension of Lemmas 2 aud 3 to geuemlizcd positive real matrices, covered in Theorem I belo~v, relies otl :Lssociuting \\it,ll a gweralizcd positive red~(s) w positive real 17(s), upplj,iI~g 1.eInn]as 2 til]d 3 to y-((s) to cork elude the existence of cert:kin matrices, and thcll dc[illi~lg a set of matrices to be associated with~(s) usirlg t how :lssociat ed trit h 17(s 
Because of the form of the right-hand side, ( 1 ) is established. l'1'o{!~({f?iwrssfl!l. we begin by defining the matrix We now claim that matrices P, L and W" satisfying (%, b, c) are given by
and ( 23c) ; to prove (3a)
and (3b) rcflllires some nmniplllation, :~n outline of \vhich will now be given.
GI!NERAI>IZEDI'OSI'lIVE REAL MATRICES (j~]
Using (lOa, b, c, d) and (23a, b, c), we have
Now if ( 22b ) and ( 22c) are used to substitute for P ,C,g and W: YWar , and all possible cancellations made, the right-hand side of (24) becomes zero. This proves (3b). At the same time, ( lOa, b, c, d) and (23a, b, c) give
PF + F'P + LL' = +(PQ + PY)[FS + G.(I -J.)-'H,']
(25)
'l'he first :md second terms on the right side of (X) may bc manipulated to yield
2(PF + F'P + LL') = I' Q(F., -G,,K' ) + ( F.,' -KG,,') PQ + P~(;xK' + KGL,'P+
Equation ( 18) eliminates P~from the first t~vo terms. Equations (22a) and (22b) eliminate PQ and P, from the I}ext eight terms. What is left is then an expression involving K, HS, Js , Gs , L~and WOY. Using ( 22c) causes the right -hand side then to equal zero. Next, the nonsingularity of P \villbe demonstrated. The symmetry of P follo;vs from (23a) find the symmetry of P~and P, . Suppose P is siligular, so that there exists a nonsingula,r T for \rhich The determination for a prescribed X(. ) of a W'(.) satisfying (31) is termed spectral factorization.
As is discmsscd in, for example, [11] , for a prescribed Z (. ), there are many possible W (. ) satisfying (31); here we have elected to find i~spectral f~ctor W (. )~vhich not only has the same poles as Z(.), hut~vhich can hzve tfvo matrices of a realizing quadruple identical with those of Z ( . ).
It is of interest to observe ho~v P, 1, and WO in (32, b, c) may be calculated, given F, 0, H and J. Section 2 shoivs ho~v the determination of P for a generalized positive real 2( . ) can be made to depend on the det,ermirlation of P for a positive real Z ( . ),~vhich is discussed in [12] and [13] ; the former reference sho~vs hov-to determine P by solving a quadratic mxtrix equation,~vhile the latter determines I' as the limiting solutiou of a matrix Riccati differential equation.
When P in (3a, b, c) has been found, the dct erminaiion of L and WO proves straightforward.
For stability and instability studies, the positive definiteness or Ifick of positive definiteness of the P matrix becomes important, since I,yapunov functions for systems \vit,h which a generalized positive real matrix is associated may w-en have a term z'P.z appearing in them. For examples, [5] and [14] can be consulted.
In inverse optimal control problems (see [6] and [7] ) typically an equation such as (31) has to be solved, with the consi,roint that with Z(s) of the form J + H' ( SI -F )-lG, then W(s)
should have the form WO + L'( sl -F') '1(7; usu:dly L hm to be found, :uld the preceding t \vo sections exhibit I)rocedures for this.
